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Chapter 1296

Here, in order to let Charlie spare her, Xu Liqin knelt on the ground and knocked
Charlie’s head, but Charlie still didn’t buy her account.

Charlie knows how such a person is.

This Xu Liqin is simply an old beast, even more devil than his mother-in-law Elaine.

Although Elaine always wanted his wife Claire to marry a rich man, she never thought of
letting his wife marry a man with children.

This Xu Liqin, for the 50 million dowry, even let her son go to a black man whom she
had never met before, it was simply shameless.

So Charlie is also very clear that her current confession is not from the heart at all, but
is forced by the current situation.

Such a woman, once she was given a chance to comeback, she would only become
worse towards Isabella.

So Charlie wanted to give her a one-step solution: divorce Sun Dewang and never
return to Aurous Hill again!

On the side, Sun Dewang is full of mixed flavors.

He looked at his wife Xu Liqin and cried to death on the ground several times.

But the young man named Wade was still completely unmoved.



It seems that it is impossible for him to take his life back.

In this way, he can only obediently marry the daughter of Mr. Xue.

But when you think about it, this really isn’t a bad thing.

Although Xu Liqin has been with him for many years, after all, he has no feeling for her
anymore.

Although Mr. Xue’s daughter is not beautiful, she is at least young. For people his age,
young is more than anything else.

Subsequently, Orvel took Abner and several other younger brothers, directly preparing
to press Sun Dewang, Xu Liqin, and Xue Xinlong’s daughter Bella to go to the Civil
Affairs Bureau to handle divorce and marriage procedures.

Although Carden wanted to stop all of this, he knew he didn’t have this ability, so he
could only be forced to accept it.

Just as he watched his crying mother and a few strong men pulling into the car, he
couldn’t help shed two lines of tears.

Charlie looked at him at this time, and said lightly: “You and Isabella shouldn’t get a
marriage certificate yet, right?”

Carden hurriedly nodded respectfully: “Not yet, the family has always disagreed before,
insisting that we have to wait until the wedding is over before we talk about getting the
certificate.”

Charlie waved his hand and said, “That’s right, you and Isabella should also go get the
marriage certificate by the way, and when you finish getting the certificate, come back
for the wedding together.”

Carden’s expression is somewhat embarrassing. We are going to have a wedding
together. Isn’t it necessary to have a wedding with my father, my stepmother, and two
“new couples”?



Seeing him hesitate, Charlie asked back: “Isabella has completely broken off with her
family for you, shouldn’t you get the marriage certificate quickly so that she can rest
assured?”

When Carden heard this, he didn’t dare to entangle any more. He immediately agreed
and blurted out: “Okay Mr. Wade, then we two will follow along and get the marriage
certificate!”

“That’s the truth.” Charlie nodded in satisfaction and said: “Okay, hurry up with her,
come back as soon as you are done, I’m still waiting for a wedding drink.”

Chapter 1297

Seeing that Mr. Orvel was about to take these people to the Civil Affairs Bureau, Issac
asked Charlie: “Mr. Wade, should I follow along and have a look?”

Charlie waved his hand and said lightly: “You don’t need to go, just wait for a drink with
Xie with me here.”

Claire, who was next to him, didn’t speak for a while. Seeing that everyone was taken
away, he couldn’t help but ask Charlie, “Charlie, we are here to attend the wedding
between Isabella and the Carden. What about his dad. Isn’t it a bit inappropriate…”

Charlie smiled and asked her: “Wife, what do you think is appropriate? If you don’t let
Xu Liqin get out of the Sun’s family today, if you don’t give the Sun’s some color today,
you think your high school classmate married into the Sun’s family. Will she have a good
life afterwards?”

Claire was silent for a moment and nodded gently.

She knew that Charlie was right. If this problem cannot be solved fundamentally, then
with Xu Liqin’s behavior style, Isabella will definitely suffer in the future.

At that time, she couldn’t help Isabella anymore, so it’s better to let Charlie solve the
problem once and for all.

At this point, she couldn’t help sighing and said, “I just don’t know if Carden will hate
us.”



Charlie said lightly: “I helped him so much. If he hates me, then this person is really
hopeless.”

Having said that, Charlie waved his hand again and said with a smile: “Okay, let’s go in
first and wait. When they finish these trivial matters, the wedding should almost begin.”

Aurous Hill Civil Affairs Bureau.

The seven people looked very embarrassed, and under the leadership of Orvel, they
stepped into the door of the Civil Affairs Bureau.

These 7 people are Carden and Isabella, the young couple who are about to get
married today, Sun Dewang, another groom’s official, and his current wife Xu Liqin.

In addition to these four people, there are Sun Dewang’s newlywed wife Bella, who is
about to register for marriage, and Bella’s parents.

After Mr. Orvel took them to the Civil Affairs Bureau, the staff of the Civil Affairs Bureau
hurriedly stepped forward and asked, “How many, what business do you want to do?”

Mr. Orvel glanced at everyone and asked, “Which of you will come first?”

Carden said embarrassingly: “Then I should come first with Isabella, and we will register
for marriage.”

“Okay.” Mr. Orvel nodded and said to the staff: “Come on, get the marriage certificate for
them both.”

The staff nodded, then looked at the relevant documents of the two and helped them to
register their marriage in the system.

Since the two had not prepared their marriage certificate photos, the staff at the scene
directly took a wedding photo with a red background for them.

Immediately afterwards, a bright red marriage certificate was also produced.



After getting the marriage certificate, the couple finally breathed a sigh of relief. No
matter what kind of farce they are going to stage next, at least the two of them are
already married as lovers.

After the staff handed the marriage certificate to the two of them, they asked: “What kind
of business do other people handle?”

Mr. Orvel pointed at Sun Dewang and Xu Liqin, and said coldly: “Come on, get the
divorce certificate for these two people.”

Both Sun Dehua and Xu Liqin were crying, and they could see that their hearts were
very tangled and struggling, but at this moment they did not dare to make any trouble.

Xu Liqin had already cried so much that her eyes were swollen and looked swollen
cotton, but she could only tell her personal information according to the requirements of
the staff.

After checking the identity information of the two, the staff said: “According to our
regulations, when the two are divorced, you must first show your original marriage
certificate.”

Chapter 1298

Xu Liqin choked and said, “Comrade, our marriage certificate is at home. Can you give
us the divorce certificate first, and then we can make up the marriage certificate later.”

The staff member said: “This is not in line with the process, you two should go back and
get it.”

Sun Dewang hurriedly said: “No, it’s too late for comrades. It must be done before
noon.”

The staff persuaded: “Even if the two of you have no feelings, the divorce won’t be at
this moment, right? If it doesn’t work, you can come back in the afternoon!”

Orvel said at this time: “Little girl, I know Director B@stard of your Civil Affairs Bureau,
or I will say hello to him, you can handle it specially and give them a green light.”



After finishing speaking, he pointed to Sun Dewang and said to the staff member: “This
Old Master has to divorce and get a marriage certificate from someone else. The
banquets at the hotel are set up, waiting for him to go to the wedding. Delay again and
some people won’t be happy.”

The staff looked at Sun Dewang in astonishment, and the contempt in her expression
was beyond words.

Needless to say, she also know that Sun Dewang must be a bad Old Master who
always gave up.

He was so anxious to divorce his wife, it turned out that he was going to hold a banquet
and marry someone else right after noon.

Sure enough, it was the scm man among the scm.

Later, she looked at Orvel and said, “If you know our Director, please call him. As long
as he nods, I can do it.”

Orvel nodded, took out his mobile phone, and made a call.

After explaining the situation to the other party, the other party immediately greeted him
from the office upstairs.

When this Director saw Orvel, he respectfully said: “Oh, Orvel, what brought you here!”

Mr. Orvel smiled indifferently, pointed at Sun Dewang and Xu Liqin, and said: “I brought
these two people over to get the divorce certificate, but they didn’t bring the marriage
certificate, and the time is relatively short. Can you please help me?”

Director nodded immediately and said, “It’s okay, Great lord, I’ll let someone handle it.”

Then, he said to the staff member: “Tenneria, hurry up and get the divorce documents
for these two people as requested by the master Orvel.”

The staff member nodded immediately, and quickly helped the two people dissolve their
marriage from the system, and then typed out the divorce certificate.



After getting the divorce certificate, Xu Liqin collapsed to the ground, crying bitterly.

From this moment on, she completely severed her husband and wife relationship with
Sun Dewang, and worked hard all her life for this family.

Unexpectedly, it was such a fate in the end.

And the divorce with Sun Dewang is just the beginning, and then she will leave Aurous
Hill completely and never come back.

The days that were originally blissful and full of happiness have been brought to such a
degree by myself.

She was already regretful in her heart, wishing to smash her face.

At this time, Orvel was really upset seeing her sitting on the ground and crying.

So he said to Abner next to him: “Hurry up and send someone to drive a car and throw
this stinky lady out of Aurous Hill’s realm. If she dares to return to Aurous Hill again in
the future, you will break her leg and give it to me. Throw her out from Aurous Hill!”

Abner nodded immediately and respectfully said: “Great Mr. Orvel, don’t worry, I will
personally throw this lady out of Aurous Hill!”

Chapter 1299

Abner stretched out his hand and drove out the Old Lady Xu Liqin.

Xu Liqin cried bitterly and said: “You…you also let me go home and pack two clothes!”

Abner said coldly: “You are looking for an Old Lady and want to go home and pack your
clothes. I will save you a lot of face if I don’t take two of them off you! If you’re f*cking
nonsense, I’ll strip you and throw it away!”

When Xu Liqin heard this, she didn’t dare to speak any more, she could only be framed
by Abner like a dead dog.



Seeing that Xu Liqin was taken away, Orvel pointed at Bella, hooked his hands and
said, “Come, come here.”

Bella didn’t want 1 million people in her heart, but at this time she didn’t dare to disobey
Orvel at all.

Only person came to the front, the voice trembled: “Mr. Orvel…Orvel…”

Orvel nodded, pointed to her and Sun Dewang, and said to the staff of the Civil Affairs
Bureau: “Come, get a marriage certificate for them both.”

The staff member asked dumbfounded: “Huh? Give them a marriage certificate?”

“Yes.” Orvel said: “It’s them, do it now!”

While the staff were surprised, they couldn’t help but strengthen their views. This
50-year-old Sun Dewang is indeed a fighter among the s*umbags. He brought his wife
and his new love to the Civil Affairs Bureau together and handled the divorce. And
marriage procedures, is this an old thing or a person?

This staff member is a little girl, so she is very uncomfortable with sumbags. She can
understand the kind of tall and handsome sumbags. After all, they have good looks and
capital, but Sun Dewang is already fifty plus. At 60 years old, people don’t talk about it,
and they look ugly, but she didn’t expect to be so s*umbag. Why?

Although she was very dissatisfied with the Old Master in her heart, the little girl still
didn’t dare to show it directly, so she could only go through the formalities for the
marriage of him and Bella angrily.

Before applying for a marriage certificate, you must first take a wedding photo.

Therefore, the two people looked like a father and a daughter, and they had to stand
side by side in front of the red curtain and took a wedding photo.

Bella’s face was very ugly, even though there were tens of millions of dissatisfaction in
her heart, she did not dare to show it at this time.



Sun Dewang was in a complicated mood, and the most melancholy right now was what
should the child in Bella’s belly do?

Or, after going home, persuade her to beat the child?

At this moment, Xue Xinlong said to Sun Dewang with a depressed expression: “Old
Man, I will not say anything about this matter today, but in the future, you must treat my
daughter in every possible way, otherwise, Don’t blame me for being rude to you!”

Sun Dewang hurriedly said: “President Xue, don’t worry, I will definitely go all out…”

Xue Xinlong said again: “Besides, the child in my daughter’s belly can’t be killed if she
says anything, otherwise, I won’t forgive you! Have you heard?”

Sun Dewang felt depressed.

Isn’t it just a wild species? Why are you not allowed to fight?

What else can this wild species do except to shame him?

However, he did not dare to disobey Xue Xinlong. After all, Xue Xinlong took care of his
business. If he really provokes him, it is estimated that the income of the entire Sun
family will be greatly affected.

So he can only nod his head and agree. He said: “President Xue, don’t worry, I will
definitely not let her kill the child in Bella’s stomach.”

Xue Xinlong was relieved and said: “After the baby is born, if you don’t want to, you can
give it to me. We are the old couple.”

Chapter 1300

“That’s great!” Sun Dewang finally breathed a sigh of relief when he heard this.

At this time, the staff greeted the two of them and went to the counter to apply for
marriage certificates.



Bella is 26 years old this year, and Sun Dewang is 52 years old this year. The difference
between the two is exactly twice as long.

The little girl who was in charge of giving them the testimony made her teeth tickled with
anger while handing them the certificate.

After the certificate was issued, Orvel smiled slightly and said: “Okay, since the two
couples are busy with getting the marriage certificate, let’s hurry back to the hotel. Mr.
Wade is still waiting to drink your wedding wine. “

So the four of them could only follow Orvel and returned to Hilton.

At this time, the banquet hall of Hilton was full of friends from the Sun family.

Charlie took his wife Claire and sat on the table closest to the stage.

Sitting on the same table with him is Issac.

After Mr. Orvel brought the two couples back, he ran over to return to Charlie.

Charlie heard that they had already received their marriage certificates, nodded in
satisfaction, and said: “I think the time is almost the same. Let’s start the wedding as
soon as possible!”

Mr. Orvel said hurriedly: “Xue Xinlong has already gone to find a wedding dress for
daughter. At 11:58, the wedding started on time.”

Charlie nodded in satisfaction, and smiled and said, “Today is really auspicious for Sun
Dewang’s old thing. He got rid of a yellow-faced woman, married a young one, and still
buy the big one and get the small one. In a few months, You can be a dad.”

“Yeah!” Orvel said with a smile, “Mr. Wade still has the means. This arrangement is
really perfect!”

Charlie smiled slightly and said: “This person, no matter how capable, don’t look down
on other people casually. If Sun Dewang and Xu Liqin weren’t looking down on their
future daughter-in-law, they would not cause so many things today. , I hope these two
people can learn more in the future.”



Mr. Orvel nodded and said, “Mr. Wade, what you said.”

Claire on the side watched Charlie’s beautiful eyes flow.

Although she also feels that her husband’s play today is indeed a bit weird, or even
overkill.

But after hearing what he said just now, she felt that what he did was really pleasing.

Ordinary people may not think of such a solution. This shows that her husband still has
a bit of skill and spirit that ordinary people don’t have.

Thinking of Warnia, the eldest of the Song family, when she saw her husband Charlie in
the bridal shop, she suddenly felt that her husband now seemed to be very different
from before, and he began to exude a fatal attraction to women.

Claire thought wildly for a while, and suddenly the cheerful music of the wedding march
sounded on the scene.

This is a male emcee who stepped onto the stage with a bit of a bitter expression and
said: “Thank you very much for coming today. Today is a special day because there are
two new couples. Today will be witnessed by all of us. On board our sacred marriage
hall, let us have the first couple to get married today, the groom Sun Dewang! The bride
Bella!”

The entire Sun family’s relatives and friends are embarrassed below.

Although they knew what would happen at this wedding today? But when they heard the
emcee call out their names. It was still a little strange.

Seeing that all the family named Sun were dumbed and the scene was quiet, Mr. Orvel
couldn’t help but stand up and shouted: “What the h*ll do you want, why don’t you
applaud for the bride and groom?!”


